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Departure
When I was ready to go, my friend looked panicked.
"Where are you going? What on earth are you looking
for?"
I smiled. I ask for nothing. It is only because of this that I
desire so much to leave.
I'm afraid I'll get lazy if I stay in one place for too long.
Til feel tardy. I'll go from one street to another and turn
down one road and onto another without even turning on
my brain. I will eat, go to work and then visit the same
group of people, play the same games and tell the same old
jokes.
I'm afraid I will have to walk on like this forever, lonely,
scrutinized by all of my acquaintances. My back will
shrink and smiles will freeze.
I'm afraid someone I don't love will crazily love me.
Which will leave me feeling terrible and I won't have any
idea what to do. I know myself as an extremely softhearted
person, I will be glued to the place with great reluctance to
leave, and will be unable to stir anymore. When the wind
blows, the sails will start flying, and I will see my own
heart shredded like slices of cloth. I will have to refrain
hard from crying. From then on, only music will be in the
sky. And dream and dance and poetry. But really I will
have to trudge in the mud below, never noticing the buds
on trees or even looking up at the sky. What a terrible
broken hearted fate that will be!
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Fm also afraid of staying because love will become a habit.
On an ordinary, careless morning, while wearing an old
pair of slippers I might throw it away with the garbage.
Staring blankly as it's being carried away by the garbage
truck, I won't even realize anything is unusual until the
truck turns at the end of the lane and finally disappears out
of my sight. Then I will lose any possibility of picking it
up again.
Fm also afraid of the same wind, the same rain, the same
umbrella, the same lane and the same whispering. All
movies begin and end similarly, and thus I will never again
return to the cinema.
My friend, will you recognize me by that time, even if
nothing changes in me?
Yes, I ask for nothing. I only want to listen to different
songs and climb different mountains. I wish my whole life
would be like that of a bird flying across the sky, or a
dragon slowly spanning the seasons, or the wind softly
touching the earth.
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